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Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Good morning! The webinar will begin in half an hour. Thanks for joining early!

Siyyid Romero: Siyyid Romero (USAID-MERCADO Honduras)

ISSA SOULEY: HI. I AM ISSA FROM SAREL NIGER.

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Welcome, all! We are getting set up. Please hang tight. We'll get started in about 15 minutes.

Siyyid Romero: Siyyid Romero (USAID-MERCADO) HND...buenos dias

Amita Mohan: good morning everyone

Catherine Andrzejewski: Yes, I can hear you clearly. Catherine Andrzejewski, Westat (North Carolina)

nolvia@fintrac.com: good morning

Debbie Hellums, IFDC: Good morning, This is Debbie Hellums from IFDC from Muscle Shoals, AL and I can hear.

ADAMU BILLEY: Adamu Billey, IFDC GHANA, i can hear you properly

Kristi Schober (Program and Project Office): USAID/Tanzania - I can hear you...

Sarah Polaski (BFS/CSI): Sarah/BFS/CSI sounds is good

Daniel GAIN: loud and clear in Nairobi--greetings from Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition

Anne Swindale (BFS): Good morning, afternoon and evening everyone!

Connie Paraskeva: I am a COP under a USAID/Guatemala project and can hear well.

Merrie Winfrey: I can hear you! From Blacksburg, VA. I'm with the Innovation for Agricultural Training and Education (InnovATE) project.

Rufaro Mavhera: Hello everyone its Rufaro Mavhera

Saskia Hendrickx: Saskia Hendrickx, Feed the Future Livestock Systems Innovation Lab at UF
Rufaro Mavhera: Feed the Future Zimbabwe Crop Development Program

Dhereen Abdelaaty: Hi, It's Shereen Abdelaaty from Africsa Lead in Washington.

Juan Mendez: Hi everyone, from Guatemala. Here we are USAID officials and Implementing Partners

Ernest Dube: I can hear you from Ernest Dube from Feed the Future Zimbabwe livestock Development Program

Ebil Andrew: Uganda /Alur Highlands coffee alliance/Palladium/carana

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Welcome! We'll get started in a few minutes

Kassahun: Hi am kassahun, from ethiopia

PA: hi everyone, I am Pamela from NEpos Locales Guatemala

Killian Mutiro (FOOD FOR PEACE OFFICE): Hello everyone, killian from FFP in Pretoria

Ranjita: Hi, Ranjita Shrestha from Boston

BERNARD: My name is Bernard Ayitey-Adjin, financial sector specialist from the Ghana Mission

Michelle DeFreese: Hi. I'm Michelle in Tanzania with the Innovative Agricultural Research Initiative (iAGRI)

Fekadu: From ethiopian, PRIME project

Carlos DUARTE: Hi everyone, Carlos Duarte from Guatemala M&E Program

Ousmane Samake (Accelerated Economic Growth): Hi, From Mali

andrew.okello@wfp.org 2: Andrew and Johnson from WFP Kampala Uganda

BERNARD: The updated FTF indicators have been expanded to include savings and insurance

andrew.okello@wfp.org 2: Am with Johnson

Fatou Thiam (USAID/EGO): Hi FROM sENEGAL
Lee Sutton: Lee Sutton AECOM International Development

Mark Doyle (BFS): Mark Doyle from the Tajikistan Country Office

Teale Yalch: Hi, Teale Yalch from the Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition in DC

Rosemary: Rosemary from the Africa Lead project

Elyssa Lewis: Elyssa Lewis with the Horticulture Innovation Lab at UC Davis

Sara Duran: Sara Duran, El Salvador

Brigitte Pfluger: Brigitte Pfluger, Feed the Future Innovation Lab for Livestock Systems at the University of Florida

Carol Stoney: Carol Stoney from Winrock International - Hi!

BERNARD: This is a step in the right direction. However, other indicators like payments can be added. Payments for the sale of agricultural products offer another opportunity for increasing account ownership among the unbanked

James Yazman (BUREAU FOR FOOD SECURITY): Jim Yazman, BFS livestock sciences specialist

Wondimu: Wondimu from Africa lead

Abdou Fall: Abdou FAAL, ILRI, Mali

Amita Mohan: Amita from CRW Pullman Washington

Charles Bizimana: Charles Bizimana from Rwanda Dairy competitiveness program

Danielle Niedermaier: Hi everyone. Danielle Niedermaier from Peace Corps joining!

Yohannes Leta: Yohannes from Ethiopia

ANA MENDES: Hello everyone, Ana Paula Mendes from USAID/Brazil, trilateral cooperation program

Ndoro Kudakwashe: Hi Kuda Ndoro, Zimbabwe

Doudou Ndiaye
Greetings from Dakar

Charles Stathacos: REGIS-AG Niger

Ellis Ekekpi (Office of Economic Growth): Ellis and Jenna from Ghana just joined. Hello everyone

EDWARD ISINGOMA: Hi everyone, am Yunia sitting in for Edward from Pearl Capital Partners

Abdoulaye Dia (EG): Bonjour every one

Mary Beggs, Cardno: Mary Beggs from Cardno - hello everyone!

Valentine: Valentine: Greetings from Rwanda

Pauline: Pauline USAID-East Africa Trade and Investment Hub

Victor Tetteh Agbugbla: Greetings from Bolgatanga Ghana

Charles Bizimana: Hi Valentine

BERNARD: Number of small holder farmers who receive payment for sale of agriculture products into the mobile money account could be another indicator that could be considered

Elfreda N.L. Arthur: Hi Everyone, greetings from Ghana

Mamadou Ibrahima SAMAKE: Mamadou Ibrahima Samaké from AKF/Mali. greetings everyone from Mopti

ISSA SOULEY: ISSA SOULEY SAREL Niger good morning everyone

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Please feel free to post questions here at any time

ADAMU BILLEY: can we please know the primary presenter? thanks

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Adamu - right now Lesley Perlman, USAID/BFS is presenting

Ellis Ekekpi (Office of Economic Growth): Hello Bernard from Ghana

Daniel Bailey (BFS): Should we ask questions as the presentation goes on, or wait until the end?
Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Please feel free to ask them when they occur to you. We will collect them to ask at the end, or one of the presenters may answer you in the chat box.

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Please make sure you refer to which indicator you are asking about.

Daniel Bailey (BFS): Is there a monetary limit of a program as to when a justification will be allowed as to why a detailed indicator collection isn't required?

Daniel Bailey (BFS): I'm thinking of small projects that don't have the budgetary resources to collect detailed information.

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): what should we do with 4.5.2.13 just eliminate it or will it not show in FTFMS?

Alexander Nimo Wiredu: I suggest the documents are share with participants at the end of the program.

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): the code 3-1 does it follow a program element because when we see 4.5 we directly assimilate it to Ag productivity.

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Yes, we will email everyone with the slides and such after the webinar.

Candice Schibli: Candy Schibli (MRR Team Lead)

Alexander Nimo Wiredu: Thanks Julie.

Louis Kagga: Does the change/combination of some of these indicator mean a new version of the indicator handbook?

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Hi Louis - the Indicator Handbook was just updated. You can find it by browsing to the link under the "Links" box on the left of your screen.

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): It's available on the FTF website and on Agrilinks.

ISSA SOULEY: Are WASH activities concerned by this indicator?

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): we tend to believe that nutrition results depend also of wash activities. i don't see any wash activity in the disaggregation.

Grace_Mzumara@invc-malawi.com: will this indicator require sex disaggregation as well?
Anne Swindale (BFS): “Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): what should we do with 4.5.2.13 just eliminate it or will it not show in FTFMS” Beatrice, you will be able to continue to report on Indicators that are currently being reported on in FTFMS

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): thanks Anne, happy to hear you

Daniel Bailey (BFS): If a program supports an entire health system in a region, can sampling of the population be used as a proxy for these disaggregates for CU5 reached?

ISSA SOULEY: How to avoid double counting?

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): fine, I see wash is included in the next slide

Valentine: when we will start to report on those updated indicators?

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): except I still believe we could put it in the disaggregation

Anne Swindale (BFS): "Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): the code 3-1 does it follow a program element because when we see 4.5 we directly assimilate it to Ag productivity." The new SPSD has new numbering. 4.5 is now EG.3, and EG.3.1 corresponded with 4.5.1

Traci Johnson (USDA): What indicator is "Number of individuals receiving nutrition-related professional training through USG-supported programs" replacing?

ISSA SOULEY: is this an indicator or a result as formulated?

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): thanks, Anne

Anne Swindale (BFS): "Daniel Bailey (BFS): Is there a monetary limit of a program as to when a justification will be allowed as to why a detailed indicator collection isn't required? I'm thinking of small projects that don't have the budgetary resources to collect detailed information." No, there is no established minimum limit below which a mechanism would not need to report.

bchikwavarara@usaid.gov: In FTF aligned countries like Zimbabwe, is it acceptable to include beneficiary level data in areas of operation on indicators that are ZOI related even if our programs are not benefiting the whole ward/district which could be the ZOI?
Anne Swindale (BFS): "ISSA SOULEY: Are WASH activities concerned by this indicator?"
Which indicator Issa?

ISSA SOULEY: the indicator related to the number of children under five reached by USG....

Anne Swindale (BFS): "Grace_Mzumara@invc-malawi.com: will this indicator require sex disaggregation as well?" Which indicator Grace?

ANA MENDES: Should we use HL 9-4 to report training provided to Government staff involved with their school feeding program?

Grace_Mzumara @invc-malawi.com: Number of children reached

Elizabeth Bontrager: Hi Traci, the "number of individuals receiving professional training" is replacing a previous indicator: "number of people trained in child nutrition and health." The previous indicator included caregivers etc, while the new one is intended to capture professional training.

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): you are right by including the # of beneficiaries in Gross margin

Charles Bizimana: When will the changes on indicators be adopted?

Kassahun: what do mean extrapolation?

Mamadou Ibrahima SAMAKE: Is there a standard method of USAID for the extrapolation of this indicator

Benjamin Mudiwa: On EG.3-6,7,8 Farmer's gross margin per animal. Is it possible to standardize to livestock units?

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): for FTE do we still consider minimum of one month. If yes how many days for one month

Elizabeth Bontrager: Hi Issa, thanks for your question. The indicator reference sheet includes suggestions/procedures for avoiding double counting, but in brief it will be necessary for implementing partners to report the number of individual children reached by each activity, and to estimate (if the data collection system does not allow for identification of individuals) the overlap in individual children by intervention. At the mission level, overlap in geography and targeting by different implementing partners will need to be estimated in order to eliminate double counting.
Louis Kagga: Our activity emphasizes men, women, and youth, and data is disaggregated that way. However, while entering that data, the FTFMS does not cater for data from the youth. Shouldn't this be part of the system as the youth play a very important role while implementing some of these activities especially in developing countries?

ISSA SOULEY: Thanks Elizabeth for the clarification.

Elizabeth Bontrager: Hi Daniel, yes, you could use a survey approach to estimate the overlap in interventions (if I understood your question correctly).

Pascal 2: thanks.

Anne Swindale (BFS): "bchikwavarara@usaid.gov: In FTF aligned countries like Zimbabwe, is it acceptable to include beneficiary level data in areas of operation on indicators that are ZOI related even if our programs are not benefiting the whole ward/district which could be the ZOI?" Yes, aligned missions can report on population-based survey indicators, measured either for direct beneficiaries only or over a broader population. Just include an indicator note that describes the universe being measured.

bchikwavarara@usaid.gov: Could we get guidance on how best to handle baseline data that was collected using the old PIRs where the indicator definition has changed even slightly?

Moussa Sayo Issoufou M&E REGIS-AG: Thanks the indicator EG 3.2.17 is very clear now, thanks.

andrew.okello@wfp.org 2: Can we define improved technologies?

Anne Swindale (BFS): "Mamadou Ibrahima SAMAKE: Is there a standard method of USAID for the extrapolation of this indicator (gross margin)?" Yes, you should compute the sample weighted totals - see the indicator reference sheet for information and contact your Mission M&E contact if you have additional questions.

andrew.okello@wfp.org 2: Because they seem to wide.

Elizabeth Bontrager: Hi Ana, that's a good question. Is the school feeding program a USAID-funded activity, or USDA? I have more questions for clarification, and would be happy to talk with you by email or phone after the webinar.

Valentine: what would you advise for the project that have done PIRS based on the former indicators?
Mamadou Ibrahima SAMAKE: Ok, thanks Anne for this clarification

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): Streamlining definition for people trained with TraiNet requirement makes sense but I think we need to dig a little bit more here: TraiNET tracks all beneficiaries each time they attend a training and record the results per theme. In addition training should be total of minimum 2 days or 16 hours per theme. that means less than that we cannot report whereas before the fact that the content was what matters even if it was one day once we judge people learn (see modules etc...) we could report. Now, we have the risk to have lower numbers even though we are going to make sure that implementers design training in a way we can report but I wanted to bring to your attention what that entails but tithe streamlining is good

Rufaro Mavhera: When are we expected to start reporting following the new definitions? This fiscal year or the one to start in October?

Yohannes Leta: EG.5.2-1 it is very broad

Yohannes Leta: "business performance"

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Thank you for this feedback, Beatrice

Fintrac: if an IP has one of the dropped indicators, will we still report on it for FY16 or are they eliminated effective immediately?

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Those who asked about when you need to report on the updated indicators - does this chart answer your Qs?

Kate West: “Fintrac: if an IP has one of the dropped indicators, will we still report on it for FY16 or are they eliminated effective immediately?” Fintrac: IPs will still report on dropped indicators for FY 2016. They will still be available in FTFMS.

Yohannes Leta: WASH indicators are almost not seen except EG.3.2.-18

Yohannes Leta: do you have any

Abel Nyoni: For on going activities do they need to revise the AMEP to reflect these changes?

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): Fintrac, i would think that the fact that one indicator is dropped internally does not mean that the implementer should drop it automatically because
there is an award. Also, we may continue to report on it since it is relevant to tell our story to the host government.

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): Please elaborate a little bit on the FTE.

Benjamin Mudiwa: Do the revised Indicator Handbook now includes indicator FTF 01: Estimated number and percentage of FTF beneficiaries holding 5 hectares or less of arable land or equivalent units of livestock (Smallholders)?

Abdullah-Al-Harun: I do not see Indicator 4.5.2-13 in the new list. Has it been dropped?

thompson abagna: Gross margin with animals- please explain further the number of animals producing under value chain.

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): Not only edit the PIRS but also I would propose that there be a paragraph documenting the change.

Abel Nyoni: Can these changes be communicated to FFP activities by the Missions or will they have to wait for guidance from FFP?

Louis Kagga: For the changed indicators, will it be made compulsory to enter that data because for instance our FY is ending in September and in order to capture some of these new disaggregation, then the M&E system of data collection will have to change. Its unfortunate our activity is ending this September and we are currently in the close-out plan.

Alexander Nimo Wiredu: Please share the final monitoring document with us.

LKF: How are aligned FTF projects (in Guinea, for example) report/be expected to report against these new indicators?

Dhereen Abdelaaty: Hi, we are a policy-focused program. We understood that an appropriate indicator was being considered. Can you speak to this? Thanks!

Fatou Thiam (USAID/EGO): Is EG.11-6 different from GCC indicator 4.8.2-26?

bchkwavarara@usaid.gov: Kindly remind us again how polygamous households should be counted.

Anne Swindale (BFS): "Benjamin Mudiwa: On EG.3-6,7,8 Farmer's gross margin per animal. Is it possible to standardize to livestock units?" We thought about doing this but did not see that it is necessary since GM is reported at a disaggregated commodity level. There also aren't readily available...
simple ways to standardize livestock units across a wide range of types of animals and regions

andrew.okello@wfp.org 2: Will the new changes be reflected immediately in the FtFMS even if we may not implement the changes now?

Connie Paraskeva: For dropped indicators, you said we may KEEP them for 2016 reporting but may we DROP them?

Bekele Kotu: I haven't seen indicators under 4.5. Are they dropped?

Ousmane Samake (Accelerated Economic Growth): What is counted as PPP?

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): I echo the question on PPP, what to count and the link with the other PPP indicators that we have as cross cutting indicators

Benjamin Mudiwa: Thanks Anne. I suggest we share notes on how to standardize animals into livestock units

Yohannes Leta: I didn`t see the irrigation indicator

Connie Paraskeva: thank you - very helpful.

Yohannes Leta: 4.5.1(28)

Kelly Skupnik: Is there a threshold for project size to develop custom indicators?

Ousmane Samake (Accelerated Economic Growth): For indicator related to household, how to count polygamous households?

Abdullah-Al-Harun: Will the reporting frequency remain same?

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): It is not possible for participants to speak on this particular webinar

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): how do we treat seasonal jobs of two weeks

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): for example

Jamila: On reporting, to confirm, we are to include targets for new indicators in this year and start reporting on them in FY17
Shereen Abdelaaty: HI, we are a policy-focused program. We understood that an appropriate indicator was being considered. Can you speak to this? Thanks!

andrew.okello@wfp.org 2: Hello, my question wasn’t answered i.e. will the new changes (added indicators) be reflected immediately in the FTFMS database?

nolvia@fintrac.com: when are we doing to have access to the new indicators guide?

Benjamin Mudiwa: Does the revised Indicator Handbook now includes indicator FTF 01: Estimated number and percentage of FTF beneficiaries holding 5 hectares or less of arable land or equivalent units of livestock (Smallholders)? I wanted to find out that if a farmer meets the number of cattle criterion but has birds/goats/sheep exceeding the requisite number, does s/he still qualifies as a smallholder (cattle) farmer?

Elizabeth Bontrager: Apologies everyone, I need to leave the webinar, but please feel free to contact me directly with any questions about the nutrition indicators: ebontrager@usaid.gov

Sheree Abdelaaty: When will the FTFMS reporting window open?

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): We will share the recorded webinar via email, along with other resources

zarin.pradhan@winrock.org: thanks

Yohannes Leta: Thanks Julie

EDWARD ISINGOMA: thanks that will be great

Valentine: Thanks Elizabeth

Valentine: Was the FtF Ag indicator been updated also?

andrew.okello@wfp.org 2: Thanks Kate for the answer

Elizabeth Jordan (GH/HIDN/MCH): standard WASH indicators are available under HL8.1 and HL8.2 in the new SPSD

Kate West: Valentine: the FTF Ag indicator guide has not yet been updated.

Yohannes Leta: Thanks Katie

Yohannes Leta: it’s answered well
thompson abagna: the explanation of the improved technology is subject to numerous definition. Is that right?

andrew.okello@wfp.org 2: Now, the uploading of the new indicators/modified indicators in the FTFMS database. When will that be effected?

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Andrew: changes in FTFMS for FY16 reporting, but we are still working out how it will look.

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): I meant: Yes, we will have the changes reflected in FTFMS for FY16.

andrew.okello@wfp.org 2: Thanks MacCartee.

Shereen Abdelaaty: ah, got it, so no additional changes. thanks!

Dick Wadada: For polygamous families can we count houses per wife and the men as just part of those house holds.

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): All - if you received an email invitation to this webinar, you are already on the list to receive the post-event email with the recording.

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): somebody asks the question about what to count under PPP. I will go to the PIRS to see that and if need be I will touch base with you.

Abdullah-Al-Harun: we have got some new indicators. Do we need to report those for FY16.

Pascal: What time programs should modify their tools in accordance with the new modification?

Dick Wadada: thanks Kate.

Ndoro Kudakwashe: EG3.2.6 New definition points to loans by financial institutions only but in this country we are having buyers extending loans in the form of inputs to farmers under contract schemes to small holder farmers surely these are loans to the currently unbanked who cannot qualify under the strict orthodox banking definition. The buyers are playing a critical role in supplying what is missing for increased agric productivity.

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Yes - if you were passed along the invite by a colleague, please do list your email here or email me at jmaccartee@usaid.gov to make sure we send you the recording.
Valentine: For the Project that were still elaborating their M&E Plan, do you advise to change now to the new indicators? or still use the former indicators up to 2017?

Heather Fabries: Will the chat be shared as well? There is a lot of valuable information here.

Abdullah-Al-Harun: Thanks Kate.

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Yes, we will share the content of the chat box :)

Heather Fabries: Great.

Valentine: thanks Kate

Bekele Kotu: Thanks Julie

Kelly Skupnik: Do you have any guidance on custom indicators? My office is getting guidance from a mission that we should consider them, but there are 2
  • standard indicators that work and the project will be less than $1M.

Kelly Skupnik: They're okay but don't really tell our story.

Kelly Skupnik: But we can add narrative reports

Kelly Skupnik: Thank you!!

Ndoro Kudakwashe: Also under EG3.2.6 smallholder farmers in the majority are not receiving cash but bank pays input supplier who delivers / farmer collects from these suppliers surely these should qualify?

Kelly Skupnik: Thank you so much for the explanation on custom indicators!

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): We will keep the room open for about 5 more minutes for any remaining questions

Ndoro Kudakwashe: Yes

Kate Granger: for number of farmers and hectares, when will the commodity disaggregate categories be available?

Ndoro Kudakwashe: Farmer

Valentine: can please clarify again on who will be considered as trained?
Abdullah-Al-Harun: missing indicator means we do not need to report against that, right? I am referring 4.5.2-13.

Md. Nazrul Islam: What about the value of incremental sales indicator, is it going to be changed?

Benjamin Mudiwa: Thanks all for the informative presentations, questions and responses, looking forward to the webinar recording.

Prince Dodoo: Is definitely a cash loan from bank to the farmers if the farmers are the ones to pay back the loan.

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): I will collect all of your emails to send the recording. In addition, the recording will be posted on this Agrilinks page along with the handbook: https://agrilinks.org/library/feed-future-handbook-indicator-definitions

Valentine: Thanks

Abdullah-Al-Harun: thanks

Connie Paraskeva: I know you cannot take this up now, but under our project we provide many, individual TA sessions to ensure that our transfer of knowledge meets the diverse knowledge base of our target population. As such, this effort is not captured in FtF indicators, but is a more effective means of knowledge transfer than training.

Bekele Kotu: are the indicators under 4.5 re-categorized under EG3? We used to report on indicators 4.5.2

Julie MacCartee (BFS/SPPM): Thanks for this feedback, Connie

Bekele Kotu: thanks a lot

Rufaro Mavhera: The session has been insightful.

Md. Nazrul Islam: what about the investment indicator? is it going to calculate farm level investment by the farmers?

Siyyid Romero: gracias por sus

Anne Swindale (BFS): "Md. Nazrul Islam: what about the investment indicator? is it going to calculate farm level investment by the farmers?" No
Siyyid Romero: gracias por el espacio

Beatrice Pierre (HAITI/EG): thanks a lot! Anne, I am in PPL/LER for an additional 2 weeks. Please send me your contact I will pay you a visit at your office. thanks again all. that was good!

Connie Paraskeva: Very helpful webinar. thank you.

Michelle DeFreese: Thank you very much!

EDWARD ISINGOMA: Thank you very much

Jennifer Golden: Thank you for all the information!

Ernest Dube: Thanks this was an awesome webinar!

Amita Mohan: Thank you for helpful webinar

Anne Swindale (BFS): Bye everyone!!

Ousmane Samake (Accelerated Economic Growth): Thanks

ANA MENDES: Thank you for this important update

Ebil Andrew: thanks